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1. Generate Globoid worm tooth surface in special Excel file provided by Spiral Bevel: 

 

 

 



2. Make 3d model of worm. Here we show example in SolidWorks 2008. 

 

 

3. Import igs worm surfaces generated by Excel program 

 



4. Connect surfaces together. 

 

5. Add root fillet.  

 



6. Later, when assemble gear and worm, check to make sure the root fillet does not interfere 

with mating gear tooth. Go back to this step if root fillet needs to be adjusted. 

 

7. Cut tooth slot. 

 



8. Use “Circular Pattern” to cut remaining slots, if needed.  

 

9. You need only one slot for CNC machining because you can index the worm to cut all the 

slots.

 



10. Generate Globoid Gear tooth surface using the same special Excel program provided by 

Spiral Bevel Corporation. Run “Gear” macro and save gear tooth surface igs files. Each flank 

consists of 2 surfaces because of the complex geometry of Globoid gear. 

 

 

 



11. Open all 4 gear igs surface files in one CAD space. The program generates correct surfaces 

for each side in order to provide accurate tooth thickness. It is ok to open only 2 surfaces for 

one flank and pattern them around 0Y-axis. 

 

12. Connect surfaces together. Do not add fillets or spline on the connection. The middle of the 

tooth is critical to remain as calculated for higher efficiency of Globoid gear. It provides a packet 

to trap lubrication. If you add fillet you will open the packet and lubrication will not generate 

enough pressure to separate gear and pinion surfaces. 

 



13. Build the root surface using smooth spline surface tangent to the flanks.  

 

14. Do not be afraid to make the root smooth curved by increasing the tooth depth. Reduction 

of stress concentrations benefits more compare to reduction of whole depth. 

 

 



15. Cut slot using the surface.  

  

16. Pattern the slot around the gear axis to make the gear with all the slots (teeth). 

 



 

 

17. Use “Mirror” option to change HAND of gear and worm from LEFT to RIGHT and back  

 



18. Use assembly and to simulate tooth contact with “find interference” options. 

 

 

 

19. Use “Section” for additional study and many other option that modern CAD software 

provides. 

 



 


